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Indian PM To Oath-Taking Ceremony
Government Would Establish Friendly Ties With India.....

all major issues confronting Pakistan, such Nawaz Says Would Invite Indian PM 
as terorirsm, the economy et cetera.Sharif 

Singh To Oath-Taking Ceremony said Pakistan will become the Asian tiger in 
LAHORE: Nawaz Sharif on Monday said his government.
his government would establish friendly 

Imran Khan Falls Off Forklift, Injures ties with India, adding that he would invite 
Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh Head
for his oath-taking ceremony to Islamabad. With just three days left for the elections, 
Speaking to foreign correspondents at his Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf chairmanImran 

Khan was wounded in his head after 
falling off a forklift that was taking him on to 
a stage at an election rally in Lahore on 
Tuesday. Three of his guards, too, were 
injured in the mishap. Khan got 16 stitches 
on the back of his head. Khan, 61, fell from 
the forklift along with his security guards 
from a height of around 15 ft after losing 
balance as the lift was about to reach the 

Raiwind residence, Sharif called upon 
Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaaf to respect the 
mandate of the people and accept the 
results of the elections.He further said that 
his government would devise a national 
policy to tackle the problem of terrorism. 
Referring to the attack on PML-N leader 

top of the stage. "He first fell on to the roof Sanaullah Zehri in Balochistan, Sharif said 
of the lifter, and then to the ground. His it was not fair to say that terrorism had not 
head was hit by an iron rod on the roof," affected PML-N.We will contact every 
said the driver of the forklift. The rally was party for the purpose of forming our policy 
near Ghalib Market in Lahore's Gulberg on terrorism, Sharif said, adding that the 
neighbourhood.Khan was first taken to PML-N government would respect the 
the city's government-run Jinnah hospital mandate given to parties by the people 
but later shifted to the hospital that the from the areas where they have won.He 
cricketer-turned-politician had got built in moreover said that economic revival was 
his mother's memory.Asad Umer, a the PML-N’s top priority.On a question 
prominent PTI leader, said Khan's pertaining to US drone attacks in 
condition was stable. His arch political Pakistan’s northwestern tribal areas, 
rivals, PML-N's chief Nawaz Sharif and his Sharif said his government would try to 
bro ther  Shahbaz  Shar i f  i ssued convince America to stop those. He said 
sympathetic statements praying for his his government will help US forces 
swift recovery.His former wife Jemima withdrawing from Afghanistan.He further 
Khan tweeted that "he is in hospital and said that the PML-N government in its first 
conscious now".100 days would come out with policies on 

Tete-A-TeteTete-A-Tete

Cover Page Photography By:
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ECP Summons Meeting To 
Review Rigging Complaints
ISLAMABAD: The Election Commission 
of Pakistan (ECP) has summoned a 
meeting Monday to review the 
complaints regarding rigging in the May 
11 polls, Geo News reports.According to 
sources, ECP will review the rigging 
allegations received from various areas 
of the country. The commission will 
finally decide to issue the notification of 
successful candidates till May 25 but 
before that, the ECP will seek details of 
election expenditures from all the successful candidates.The ECP has 
resorted to withhold the notification of those successful candidates 
who will fail to produce the details of their election expenses.

Cannes Film Festival To Pay 
Tribute To Alain Delon
PARIS: French actor Alain Delon will be 
honoured at the Cannes film festival 
later this month with a screening of 
"Plein Soleil", Rene Clement's 1960 
adaptation of "The Talented Mr Ripley", 
in which he starred.The tribute will be 
paid to the 77-year-old Delon, who now 
lives in Switzerland, as part of the 
Cannes Classics series, festival 
organisers said Tuesday, confirming a 
newspaper report."Plein Soleil" (Purple 
Noon) marked a turning point in Delon's career and led to the critically 
acclaimed "Rocco et ses Freres" (Rocco and his Brothers).Delon, 
regarded as a talented and versatile actor, has made some 100 films in 
a career lasting over half a century.

Blast In Afghanistan Kills 10 
People, Say Officials
Kandahar: A bomb killed 10 civilians 
including women and children in 
southern Afghanistan on Monday, 
officials said, in the latest violence since 
the Taliban launched their annual 
"spring offensive"."The blast hit a pick-
up truck in the Arghistan district of 
Kandahar province, killing four women, 
three men and three children," Abdul 
Raziq, Kandahar provincial police chief, 
told AFP.Raziq said the victims were 
travelling to the funeral of two people who were killed by a similar blast 
a few days ago."A motorbike earlier hit a roadside bomb that killed two 
people, and today's victims were travelling to attend that funeral when 
unfortunately their vehicle struck another bomb.

PTI Forms Committee To Form 
Govt In KPK
LAHORE: Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf 
(PTI) has formed a four-member 
committee to negotiate with other 
political parties and independent 
candidates to form government in 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province after 
winning 34 seats in May 11 elections, 
Geo News reported Saturday.According 
to sources, PTI has formed a committee 
including Central General Secretary 
Pervez Khattak, Provincial President 
Asad Qaiser, newly elected KPK assembly member Atif Khan and 
Shah Farman.The four committee members will present a report to PTI 
chief Imran Khan after negotiations.

Quebec To Give Land Back To 
Mohawks
A group of South Shore mayors are 
reeling after the Parti Québécois 
government announced its decision 
Friday to give back 300 hectares of land 
to the Kahnawake Mohawks.The 
farmland was appropriated in 2006 
during construction of the Highway 30 
project and will be ceded back to the 
First Nation in the near future. It lies 
along the border of Kahnawake, 
Châteauguay, St-Constant, Ste-Isidore 
and Ste-Catherine.But the mayors claim they were never consulted 
throughout the process, which led them dumbfounded by Friday’s 
announcement.“Right now, (the PQ) has been talking and negotiating 
with Kahnawake and telling us on one occasion.

UPAC To Cast Its Anti-Corruption 
Net Wider
Just days after his squad arrested the 
former mayor of Laval and 36 other 
prominent construction bosses, 
politicians and lawyers, the head of 
Quebec’s anti-corruption task force said 
his work is far from over.UPAC chief 
Robert Lafrenière couldn’t help but grin 
as he spoke to reporters Saturday 
outside a meeting of 44 Quebec 
municipal mayors in downtown 
Montreal. UPAC made what is 
undoubtedly its biggest coup Thursday, executing arrest warrants that 
took down the longtime mayor of Quebec’s third-largest city alongside 
some of the biggest names in the province’s construction industry.we’ll 
win as a team.”
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them, then I think the consequences of their US Military Involvement In Syria A Star Cricketers Felicitate Nawaz On 
retaliation could spin out of control," he said.

'mistake': Gates VictoryGates, a former intelligence officer who 
WASHINGTON - Former US defense ISLAMABAD - Pakistani cricket stars helped oversee US support for Afghan 
secretary Robert Gates warned Sunday that welcomed the victory of Nawaz Sharif in the insurgents fighting the Soviet Union in the 
deepening US military involvement in Syria's general elections and hoped he, being a 1980s, said a residual US force should remain 
civil war would be a "mistake," warning the sportsman himself, will play an active role in in the country after 2014, when US troops are 
outcome would be unpredictable and messy. bringing international sports back to Pakistan scheduled to come home."I will tell you this: 

in a short span of time. For us to leave lock, stock, and barrel at the 
end of 2014, and abandon Afghanistan as we 
did after the Soviets left, would be a 
disastrous mistake."

China Theatres Unchain Django
SHANGHAI: Chinese theatres on Sunday 
resumed showing Quentin Tarantino’s 
“Django Unchained”, a month after 
mysteriously yanking the fi lm amid 
speculation state censors wanted further cuts 
over content.Chinastrictly censors films and 

In an interview with CBS's "Face the Nation," 
Gates also said he saw "no good outcomes" Sharing his views, Pakistan's top spinner 
in dealing with Iran's nuclear program and Saeed Ajmal said: “I congratulate Nawaz 
warned that a full US withdrawal from Sharif on such a landslide victory and also to 
Afghanistan would be "a disastrous mistake." legend Imran Khan as both are true 
Gates' comments on Syria come amid debate sportsmen and they can play a major role in 
in Washington over whether to step up taking back Pakistan to same sporting heights 
military support for rebels fighting the regime which it was once.” “I am hopeful Nawaz will 
of President Bashar al-Assad, even as the use his good offices in convincing 
administration attempts a new peace initiative international teams to tour Pakistan and end 
with Russia. "I thought it was a mistake in sporting isolation of this sports loving nation,” 
Libya, and I think it is a mistake in Syria, even he added. Pacer Junaid Khan was very 

other media for sexual and political if we had intervened more significantly in optimistic that the victory of two great leaders 
sensitivities while also limiting the distribution Syria a year ago or six months ago.We Nawaz and Imran Khan is a very good omen 
of foreign films to protect the domestic overestimate our ability to determine for the entire nation. “Nawaz has greater 
industry.“‘Django Unchained’ shows today, outcomes."Caution, particularly in terms of respect across the worldwide so by 
can everyone go see it?” said a posting on the arming these groups and in terms of US convincing other nations to visit Pakistan and 
official Chinese microblog for the film.Movie military involvement, is in order," he said. help us in resuming international sports in the 
theatres in the commercial hub Shanghaiand "Anybody who says, 'It's going to be clean. It's country,” he said. Lanky fast bowler M Irfan 
the capital Beijing confirmed the return of the going to be neat. You can establish safe also greeted Nawaz for his victory and said: “I 
film, the story of a freed American slave who, zones, and it'll be just swell,' well, most wars have already sent him a text message of 
supported by a bounty hunter, seeks to aren't that way," he said.Gates, who served congratulation on his tremendous triumph in 
rescue his wife from a plantation owner.It under both George W Bush and President the elections. I am sure he will work for the 
stars Jamie Foxx, Christoph Waltz and Barack Obama, was US defense secretary in betterment of players in general and cricket in 
Leonardo Di Caprio.“It’s on and there are five 2011 when the United States joined a NATO- particular.”  Former Test player Sarafraz 
screenings today,” an employee of Beijing’s led air operation in Libya that helped rebels Nawaz said: “Nawaz takes keen interest in 
UME cinema chain said, but declined to say topple Libyan leader Moamer Gaddafi.On cricket which is a good omen and he should 
what changes might have been made to the Iran, Gates said the best the United States take notice of the PCB fake elections and 
film.The official Xinhua news agency said the can hope for is that sanctions bite deep should appoint the right person for this high-
film was previously suspended for “technical enough that the regime decides to change profile office.” Sarfaraz said the international 
reasons”, according to a report on Sunday.course."If there is no military attack, and they community was sending congratulating 
A worker at the Yonghua Cinema City in a don't change their policies, you will probably messages to him so he should play his role in 
Shanghai shopping mall also confirmed the see a nuclear-armed Iran igniting a nuclear by urging India to resume bilateral cricketing 
first day of screenings on Sunday, but said it arms race in the most volatile part of the ties with Pakistan. “Indian cricket team tour to 
would only show in the evening.Chinese world, emboldened to be even more Pakistan will pave the way to revive 
cinema fans, posting on the Internet, had aggressive and with missiles that can reach international cricket here and help us come 
speculated that nude scenes forced Israel now and Europe soon."But if you do hit out of international sporting isolation.”
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Monochromatic stripes, checks, hounds 
tooth and fish herringbone with most 
fierce leather details Feeha ventured into 
new territories stepping away from her 
ethnic wear sensibility and going global 
and were equally brilliant at it.

Feeha Jamshed

PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week held for four days 
of exciting fashion in Lahore,  presenting looks 
for Spring/Summer season of 2013. While there 
were many key elements on the runway, some 
trends stood out more than others. 
We are featuring Feeha Jamshed collection from 
PFDC Sunsilk Fashion Week
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Hair is the jewel of body. Loss of hair is which anyway leads to breakage of possible then avoid blow dryer and flat 
one of the most common problems in delicate strands and then split ends. ironing as it makes hairs dry and rough. 
women and men today. It is more Instead of towel, use either your hands Comb your hairs only when most of the 
painful for women because loss of hairs or you’re your t-shirt. It will soak only moisture from hairs is out.

needed moisture from hairs and won’t Choose right pillow:
leave them dehydrated. One must pay attention while choosing 
Use boarded combs and brushes: a pillow. Most of us use cotton pillow 
Just for the sake of fashion we use very while sleeping but it leads to hair 
fine teeth brushes but they are equally damage and breakage because cotton 
harmful for hairs because they cause pillow absorbs moisture from hairs and 
breakage and damage. Boar bristle skin. So instead of cotton pillows use 
brushes may seem a bit old fashioned 
but they really are very gentle on hairs 
while brushing and take care of your 
delicate strands. They make you hairs 
look shiny because they help in evenly 
distributing oil from root to tip. They 
give milder touch to hairs.
Go for plaits:
You might find it something odd but you among them can be seen clearly and 
won’t believe that braiding is in trend. breakage and damage of hairs is a 
Moreover it will prevent your hairs from problem which has no instant solution. 
getting damaged and breakage. At But hairs can be prevented from being 
night while sleeping fewer hairs will damaged.
come in contact with pillow that means It takes a lot of time to make hairs 
less hair fall and breakage. This will healthy again but if precautions are 
also stop hair tangling. One more thing implemented earlier then we can silk or satin pillowcases. They are very 
you will be able to sleep with comfort at escape from these problems. There smooth which keep hairs tangle free 
night because of fewer disturbances are few things which you can do to get and maintains the moisture.
from hairs.your hair looking and feeling better. One more thing to keep in mind is to 
Dry your hairs:Here are some solutions: have healthy and balanced diet. Use 
Don’t leave your hairs wet for more time Don’t use towel on hairs: mild shampoo and conditioners. 
as wet hairs are more prone to After you wash your hairs do not use Apply hair oil whenever you get 
breakage when not combed with a wide towel on them. Although towel is a great time.
tooth brush. So let your hairs dry before absorber but it dehydrates hairs by Hope these tips will help prevent hair 
styling your hairs either by natural absorbing too much water from hairs damage and breakage.
drying or by blow dryer or flat iron it. If 

 Damage Control
For Hair

 Damage Control
For Hair
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Clinched At Waist
The Spring/Summer 

2013 look is all about 

long, lucid tunics with a 

little structure added of 

belts. Sari dresses and 

maxi dresses 

accentuated with 

Hottest TrendsHottest Trends
Sync-TrendsSync-Trends
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Sync-TrendsSync-Trends

Men’s
Belts 

The latest men’s belt trends show a well-balanced mix of classic style, 

fashionable materials and contemporary decor.

Medium and thin leather belts with monotonous and abstract 

geometric pattern, stripes, check and animal print can be an excellent 

choice for the new season. The buckle can be quite large, but it 

should not be too noticeable, the traditional model with buckle in 

front, belts with double turn, hidden buckle on the back or double 
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Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri

Most of us get angry at times -- often over Keep in mind that you don't have to act out live up to your expectations -- but you don't 
things that on reflection seem trivial. But if you your feelings. As simple as this observation have to upset yourself about it.
are feeling frustrated often, yelling at your may seem, it is important. It helps you 5. Do you have a rulebook that makes you 
spouse, criticizing your colleagues and recognize that you have a choice as to what even angrier? You may have a list of 
friends, blowing your horn in traffic, throwing you do. "shoulds" about how other people should act 
things around the house, then you might want 2. What are the costs and benefits of being and these infuriate you when people don't 
to take your anger seriously and do something hostile? Ask yourself what the consequences follow your rules. Examples are "they should 
about it. Owning up to the problem of anger have been for you and the people around you. drive faster," "this line should move faster," 
may be the first step. And it may be hard to do. Have you lost friends, upset your better-half "people should always be polite and 

and your kids, gained a reputation as a difficult respectful," "everything should be fair," and 
person? Anger can increase your blood "people shouldn't disagree with me." What if 
pressure and risk of heart disease. But anger you dropped the rulebook and simply 
may also have benefits -- at least you might observed that the world is the way it is and 
think so. You might think that people will take wasn't built for your rules?
you seriously, you will feel good about Keep a record of the situations that lead to 
standing up for yourself, and your anger might your anger and your hostility. Keep track of 
motivate you. Look at the tradeoffs. Would you your thoughts and try to use these ideas. You 
recommend that your friends become more might find yourself less angry -- and less 
angry? Why not? anxious -- and the people who care about you 
3. Take a step back. You can pull away -- even will appreciate your progress. You can control 
for a minute or two to think things through. You your anger rather than let it control you.
don't have to respond immediately. Think it out 
-- what are the consequences of being 
hostile? Is it worth it? Can you just let it go and 
accept it as a "bump in the road" as opposed to 
a challenge to a duel?

1. Let's distinguish between feeling angry 4. What are you telling yourself that makes 
and being hostile. Your emotion -- anger -- you so angry? You can make yourself even 
can be a private event that only you know angrier when you take things personally, 
about. You can stand in line impatiently; interpret other people's behavior as 
feeling frustrated and just feels really angry. in ten t iona l l y  p rovocat ive ,  v iew an  
But you say nothing and you do nothing. Or inconvenience as if it were a catastrophe, or 
you can start yelling at the other people in the label the other person as a bad person. 
line and let everyone in your immediate range Examine your thoughts and ask yourself if this 
know you are angry. When you act on your event is worth getting angry over. Ask yourself 
anger by yelling, criticizing, threatening, or if the other person is just doing what they do -- 
expressing sarcasm, you are being hostile. It's but not singling you out. Ask yourself if it might 
your hostility that will get you into trouble. be worth accepting that people don't always 

Anger ManagementAnger Management
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Sync-Health

Many people use food as a way to cope with a range of emotions, too 
often when faced with stressful scenarios, we're reaching for high-
calorie and fat-laden disasters. The foods we usually choose to stress 
eat lead to higher levels of feel-good brain chemical serotonin and, at 
least temporarily, make us think we're beating the blues.But 
searching for solace at the bottom of a pint of Ben & Jerry’s can, for 
obvious reasons, lead to weight gain, which is likely to only cause 
more stress. Before you turn to your typical comfort foods, check out 
these seven healthy picks having natural stress-reducing powers of 
their own. 
FOODS THAT FIGHT STRESS
Tea
Unlike coffee, tea has a reputation as a sip meant for sleepy time. And 
while there is some caffeine in certain types of tea, both black and 
green varieties can help you relax. Green tea contains an amino acid 
called theanine, which has been linked to reducing anxiety and 
promoting sleep. 
Dark Chocolate
There's some benefit to craving something chocolaty when times get 
tough. Regular chocolate eaters have lower levels of the stress 
hormone cortisol in their blood.And, like tea, dark chocolate contains 
antioxidants called flavonoids, known for their relaxing properties.
You may also benefit from a boost in feel-good chemicals in the brain, 
simply because you're allowing yourself a special treat when you 
nibble some chocolate.
Fatty Fish
Salmon, tuna and other fish rich in omega 3s have been shown to 
ease a stressed mind. Getting sufficient fatty acids in your diet kept 
cortisol from jumping in the face of stressful events.
Oatmeal
Carbs naturally boost your mood by kick-starting serotonin 
production in the brain. Grains with more fiber take longer to digest, 
though, thereby releasing serotonin at a more slow-and-steady pace. 
A warm bowl of oatmeal for breakfast can help you stay serene all 
day.
Leafy Greens
Magnesium, a mineral crucial to your body running smoothly, helps 
muscles relax and also calms the nerves. It's found naturally in green 
veggies, particularly leafy ones, like Swiss chard and spinach.
Citrus Fruits
A  hefty dose of vitamin C helped people bounce back more easily 
from a stressful situation. Both blood pressure and cortisol levels 
decreased faster in people given a vitamin C supplement. So reach 
for an orange -- or one of these other foods high in vitamin C.
Milk
While it may not exactly put you to sleep, calcium has been linked to 
fewer mood swings, at least when it comes to PMS. This finding could 
translate to stressful or anxiety-inducing situations too. A glass of milk 
is a good place to start -- but there are also some more surprising 
places to get a dose of calcium, like soybeans and kale.

7 Healthy Picks That Can Help You Relax
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Was parenting easier forty years ago?
Mom’s in the new millennium, dream about the idea of parenting in 
a world where streets are safe and parents can let their children run 
freely through the neighborhood, their bodies naturally challenged 
with the exercise of play.Instead today, before the slam of the car 
door fades and the backpack drops on the floor, the TV is switched 
on and the last few hours of daylight disappear in a haze of video 
games and over processed snack foods.Even the concerned, well-
meaning parent can often stand helpless, wondering how to 
compete against marketing genius and instant gratification. 
Exercise and carrot sticks have a hard time competing with 
Xboxes, SpongeBob and potato chips.The proof is all around us. 
The health of too many people is in danger because of unhealthy 
lifestyles.

My kids aren’t obese – why should I be concerned?
Your kids are normal, right? You are parenting just fine. But in a 
world where walking is limited, school P.E. programs are being cut, 
and cars, elevators and buses eliminate our chance to exercise 
naturally, we need to make a concerted effort to make physical 
activity part of our day and our children’s days.Despite all the 
benefits of being physically active, most people are sedentary.  
Inactive children are likely to become inactive adults.
So as parents how can we get our kids moving?
Children and adolescents should participate in at least 60 minutes 
of moderate to vigorous physical activity every day.
The great news is exercise comes in many forms and can be a lot always a great parenting decision.
of fun! With a little creativity you can easily add some fun physical 4. Cheer them on: Create positive reinforcements with 
activity into your parenting style. encouragement and support. Help them find sports and activities 
1. Lead the way: You need to set a good example. Kids, that build their self esteem. Attend their sporting events and let 
especially younger children, naturally follow their parents. So them know you are their biggest fan whether they win or lose.
make sure you are looking after your own health and making 5.  Turn it off:  Of course, we need to limit the time our kids watch 
physical activity a priority in your life. TV and play video games. But make sure you do it in a positive 
2.  Do it together:  In today’s overscheduled world, we need to way. If they are angry that you just turned off their favorite show, 
make sure we are spending quality time with our children. What they might not be too excited about going out rollerblading with 
better way than to be active together. Since kids can’t be alone you. Allow screen time during designated hours, preferably after 
roaming the neighborhood, parents need to play with them. homework is done and when physical activity is finished, like in the 
3.  Make it fun:  Put on some music and dance. Play tag. Roller evening or on Saturday morning when tired parents might need to 
blade. Basically just play. Provide them with toys and equipment catch a few extra minutes of sleep.Adding more physical activity 
that encourage them to be active while having fun. Bikes, into your family’s routine will help you all feel better and get you 
scooters, hockey sticks and baseball bats will get your kids having more fun together. Most importantly, as you model a 
moving and active. For preschool children, ride on toys that get healthy lifestyle you will help instill in your children lifelong habits 
them exercising like pedal cars, big wheels and tricycles are and healthy attitudes toward exercise and physical activity.

Help Your Child Get More Exercise

Waiting For The Sunset Drops

Waiting for the sunset drops of sunlight
Walking on the surface of water

Gazing water at the open sky
Staring at the dancing birds

Waiting for the sunset drops
Weeping on the daylight of broken dreams

Starting to howl with sorrow
Yellow drops falling from the sky

Ground waiting to sit in the shadow

Waiting for the sunset drops
Kissing the shallow tears of emotions

Tracing the light on the sea
Putting the pieces back together

Waiting for the sunset drops
Dragging my heart to the least of time

Stop don’t leave my sunken heart
Waiting for the sunset drops
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For some people, this is a truly radical idea: assassination. It’s enough to deal with the own shows that you also are willing to try 
There is no need to fight with your partner. problem without adding the new problem of something new.
Ever. Accusations, recriminations, character hurting each other’s feelings. 9. Make Concessions: Small concessions 
assassination, threats, name-calling, and 3. Listen Respectfully: When people feel can turn the situation around. If you give a 
cursing, whether delivered at top volume or strongly about something, it’s only fair to hear little, it makes room for the other person to 
with a quiet sarcastic sneer, damage a them out. Respectful listening means make concessions too. Small concessions 
relationship, often irrevocably. Nobody needs acknowledging their feelings, either verbally lead to larger compromises. Compromise 
to be a monster or to be treated monstrously. or through focused attention. It means never doesn’t have to mean that you’re meeting 
Nobody who yells will ever be heard. In the telling someone that he or she “shouldn’t” feel each other exactly 50-50. Sometimes it’s a 60-
heat of a moment, it is always a choice that way. It means saving your point of view 40 or even 80-20 agreement. This isn’t about 
whether to go for a run or run your partner until after you’ve let the other person know you scorekeeping. It’s about finding a solution that 
down. understand that they feel intensely about the is workable for both of you.
On the other hand, no two people in the world, subject, even if you don’t quite get it.
no matter how made for each other they feel, 4. Talk Softly: The louder someone yells, the 
will ever agree about everything at all times. (It less likely they are to be heard. Even if your 
would be quite boring if they did.) Couples do spouse yells, there’s no need to yell back. 
need to be able to negotiate differences. They Taking the volume down makes it possible for 
do need to have room for constructive people to start focusing on the issues instead 
criticism. They do need a way to assert of reacting to the noise.
opinions and to disagree. And they do need to 5. Get Curious, Not Defensive: Defending 
have a way to express intense feelings (that yourself escalates the fight. Instead of upping 
the other person may not understand or the ante, ask for more information, details, and 
support) without feeling that they will be examples. There is usually some basis for the 
judged as lacking for doing so. other person’s complaint. When you meet a 
A healthy relationship requires knowing the complaint with curiosity, you make room for 
skills necessary for “friendly fighting”  dealing understanding.
with conflict respectfully and working together 6. Ask For Specifics: Global statements that 
to find a workable solution. Friendly fighting include the words “always” and “never” almost 
means working out differences that matter. It always get you nowhere and never are true. 
means engaging passionately about things When your spouse has complaints, ask to 
we feel passionate about, without resorting to move from global comments of exasperation 
hurting one another. It helps us let off steam to specific examples so you can understand 
without getting burned. Friendly fighting lets exactly what he or she is talking about. When 
us “fight” and still stay friends.Below are some you have complaints, do your best to give your 
tips to ensure that conflicts will strengthen your spouse examples to work with.
marriage instead of harm it. 7. Find Points Of Agreement: There almost 

always are parts of a conflict that can be points 
1.  Embrace Conflict: There is no need to fear of agreement. Finding common ground, even 
it. Conflict is normal, even healthy. Differences if it’s agreeing that there is a problem, is an 
between you mean that there are things you important start to finding a common solution.
can learn from each other. Often conflict 8. Look For Options: Fighting ends when 
shows us where we can or need to grow. cooperation begins. Asking politely for 
2. Go After The Issue, Not Each Other: suggest ions or  a l ternat ives inv i tes 
Friendly fighting sticks with the issue. Neither collaboration. Careful consideration of options 
party resorts to name calling or character shows respect. Offering alternatives of your 

Freindly Fighting
for couples

Freindly Fighting
for couples
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Sync-Cuisine
Russian Salad

Healthy Popsicles!

INGREDIENTS:
2 Potatoes 
1cup Peas 
1 Apple 
2 Carrots 
Smoked Chicken 150grm 
2 tbs Lemon juice 
4 tbs Mayonnaise 
Salt and pepper 
Few pieces of Pineapple 
400g Full Cream Yogurt 

DIRECTIONS:
Boil potatoes, peas and carrots separately until they become 
tender. Cut apple carrot and potato into small cubes along the 
pine apple pieces and pour the lemon juice over it. Gently mix 
these vegetables and fruits and add small cubes of smoked 
chicken. Then add all the mixture in a bowl of yogurt and stir 
well. Serve cold.

         INGREDIENTS:
         3 cups watermelon puree (seedless if possible)

½ cup fresh blueberries
½ cup chopped fresh strawberries
1 kiwi, peeled and sliced
1 peach or nectarine, diced small
handful fresh cherries, pitted and chopped

DIRECTIONS:
Cut the watermelon into chunks and then puree it in a 
blender until smooth. Set aside.
Set out about 1 dozen Popsicle molds (amount needed  
will vary depending on size of molds). Fill each one with 
the chopped fresh fruit. Then pour in the watermelon 
puree until each mold is full to the top. Place a Popsicle 
stick into each one. Place into your freezer and freeze 
for about 6 to 8 hours.

When ready to serve, run the Popsicle molds under warm 
water for a few seconds and then pull each one out.
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Naya Pakistan Montreal Rally

“THIS IS THE TIME TO FULFILL OUR DUTY BY CONTRIBUTING THE BEST WE CAN, UNITED...
NOT AS INDIVIDUAL IDENTITIES, BUT WE WILL RISE AS A NATION....TOWARDS CHANGE.
 EVERY STEP & EFFORT COUNTS
CHANGE TO A BETTER STATE, THE ENVISIONED LAND....
A NAYA PAKISTAN”

The NEW PAKISTAN MONTREAL RALLY was organized by Syncmag 
for post Pakistan Election; to show Montrealers and Pakistanies that we 
are UNITED, we have visibility and a voice.

The rally was held in the West Island in Dollard-Des-Ormeaux on May 
12th at 12:00 PM at DDO Civic center. People from all ethnicities 
participated with great fervor. Participants started gathering at the 
DDO civic center at noon, refreshments were being served, and Music 
was in the air with Inshallah Inshallah Naya Pakistan by Junaid 
Jamshed, Salman Ahmed and performance by Pakistani girls with 
flags in their hands. Everyone was singing along. 

The convey started from Civic Center at 1:00 PM Sharp and covered 
the entire St-Jean and Sources Area and returned to point of origin 
at 2:00 PM. Mr.Naseer Mehdi Khan and Mrs.Humera Khan were 
distinguished guests at the event. Among the other Participants were Mr. Tanwani of 
Hindu Mission of Quebec, Mr. Vic Murgiah representing the Murgiah Temple, Mr. Paul 
Awasthi, Mr Raj Kapoor representing the Hindu Mandir DDO and  Mr. Manjit Singh of 
Desi Times.

The rally itself was a milestone for Montrealers since this is the first Pakistani Rally of 
Montreal held in the West Island and also witnessed women in huge number who 
participated in the event.......For the first time PAKISTANIES joined hands and showed 
Canadians that WE ARE UNITED for a better future for PAKISTAN. 
The organizing Commitee of this event were Mr. Hayee Bokhari; Ms.Sadia Sajid; 
Ms.Zeenat Bhimani; Mr Suleman Bhimani; Mr Ibrahim Syed and Khadija Syed. They 
whole heartedly thanked everyone for their participation. 

All in all it allowed the Pakistani community to rejoice the spirit these election 
have instilled in young and old alike.
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Saeed Akhtar is one of and Fellow of National College of Arts, 
those legendry artists Lahore – Professor Saeed Akhtar is among 
of Pakistan whose the most celebrated master artists of 
names are not less Pakistan.
t h a n  i c o n  i n  A r t  His strong observation power, and control 
Industry. His paintings over his strokes, are crystal clear. While 
are like mirror where sketching with perfection artist, has the 
you can easily see, his capability to produce new techniques. In his 
years of tireless efforts. women paintings, he has reflected changing 

His works convey a philosophical deepness emotions, postures, very beautifully. In 
and charisma, which can be achieved in Art some cases, when a woman is dancing, or 
industry after burning midnight oil. We can playing or is in deep though, every aspect 
simply compare his art work with other and condition he portrays with his own 
legendary artists like Gulgee and Jameel unique style, which creates a long lasting 
Naqsh. impression for viewer. 
Oil on canvas is Saeed’s favorite medium. Like a writer who expresses his feelings with 
His choice of colors, are always vibrant and the support of a pen, an artist express 
bold just like his bold brush strokes. himself and his views through the diverse 
Although he is known for Portrait Art, but he strokes of his brush. Saeed Akhtar has a 
also loves to paint his imaginary thoughts. fondness for creativity as he conveys 
While walking from one side to other if you intricate messages by indulging in his most 
look at his Horse Painting, you will notice, passionate pastime; painting. The veteran 
that variety of colors, are used in such a way, artist is truly an inspiration for the upcoming 
that it integrates as well as reflect, hence young generation artists.
creates a majestic impression for the viewer. Saeed says that colors are like life for him 
Recipient of President’s Award for Pride of and in paintings when he interests and joins 
Performance (1994), Sitar-i-Imtiaz (2012) lines, and fills colors it gives satisfaction.

Saeed Akhtar – A Majestic ArtistSaeed Akhtar – A Majestic Artist
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Tanhai is a story of a family, Faaiz and Aarzoo and their two cute kids. Faaiz loves his 
spouse and tries to keep her happy whereas Aarzoo detests him. She does not want to stay 
with him either. Her affection and indulgence is with another man. After living a life of 
conflict and mental trauma with Faaiz, Aarzoo decides to leave him and their children for 
the sake of her relation with another guy.Faiz is lost and devastated. But his mother 
persuades him to remarry for the betterment of his children.  He agrees to it and espouses 
a bourgeois girl, Gia. But he is not happy; his aim is only to comfort his family. He tells this 
clearly to Gia, whose mother has no idea about his first marriage. Gia is totally in awe and 
helpless in this state where she has to win not only her husband’s heart but also the hearts 
of her ready-made step children. Moreover, she even has to fight back the conspiracies of 
her concubine.Will she be able to handle all these challenges? Will she be able to survive in 
such hard circumstances? Will she suffer from “TANHAI” forever? Or things will change 
with time?

This documentary is the life-story of legendary film archivist PK Nair. Filmmaker 
Shivendra Singh Dungarpur through his documentary 'Celluloid man' acknowledges 
archivist PK Nair, who collected these masterpieces single-handedly and formed the 
NFAI. The National Award-winning film is a tribute to the man, who preserved the 
cinematic heritage of the Indian film industry for decades. The film is a comprehensive 
coverage of Nair's extraordinary life journey.From Trivandrum to film studios in 
Mumbai to finally ending up as a film collector in Pune, from an aspiring filmmaker to a 
strict archivist, various facets of his life have been captured beautifully. The film shows 
Nair recalling various memorable moments of his life like why he watched most films 
backwards, how he collected Phalke's films' reels personally from his house in Nashik 
and other reels from junkshops. Why he never threw anything, from movie tickets to 
weight tickets (for they had actors' face on it), his passion for cinema knows no 
bounds.
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Tanhai

Celluloid Man

Timing: Wednesday,08:00 pm
Channel: Hum TV

C a s t :  P. K  N a i r  ( h i m s e l f )
Direction: Shivendra Singh Dungarpur

like Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge, Gupt, Kajol: I Am Waiting For Right Script
Dushman, Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, Fanaa, 
My Name Is Khan, among others.After Actress Kajol says though family 
getting married to actor Ajay Devgn, she responsibilities and her husband actor 
took a sabbatical from full-time acting in Ajay Devgn's film production company 
2001 and returned to films with the 2006 has been keeping her busy, she is waiting 
romantic thriller Fanaa. After that she for a right script to act in a movie again."It 
appeared in films in cameo appearances. has to be a good script with a tight 
She was last seen in a prominent role in screenplay. The production house needs 
Karan Johar's home production We Are to be good too. It is as important as your 
Family (2010)."Looking after babies is a role in the film," Kajol told PTI.Daughter of 
full-time job. But spending time with my actress Tanuja and film director Shomu 
kids gives me a great amount of personal Mukherjee, Kajol made her acting debut 
satisfaction and I am enjoying each and with Bekhudi in 1992 while she was in 
every moment of this amazing experience school.The 38-year-old actress is known 
that god has gifted me with," Kajol said.for her memorable performances in films 
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conferred with Chevalier Sivaji Award, filming the soundtrack in Queensland. Talking Aishwarya Rai To Walk The Cannes Red 
constituted after veteran Tamil actor Sivaji about this, PNC's Rangita Pritish Nandy said, 

Carpet With Daughter Aaradhya? Ganeshan, at the 7th edition of Vijay awards. Shaadi Ke Side Effects is due to be released 
Bollywood actress and former Miss World Shah Rukh Khan enthralled the audience with worldwide in December 2013.
Aishwarya Rai Bachchan will be walking the his electric performance.He also said: "I have 
red carpet at this year's Cannes once again enjoyed working with Kamal Haasan and Ajith Nargis Fakhri Turns Item Girl For 'phata but not alone.If reports are to be believed, Kumar in my career. I may be the owner of 
giving her company this time on the red carpet Poster Nikla Hero’Kolkata Knight Riders in IPL cricket league, 

Nargis Fakhri, who was last seen in Rockstar but my favorite team is Chennai Super Kings," 
has been approached by producer Ramesh he said.
Taurani and director Rajkumar Santoshi to do 
an item number in the film Phata Poster Nikla 

Farhan Akhtar, Vidya Balan Shoot For 
'shaadi Ke Side Effects’
The very moment Saket Chaudhary 
announced that the sequel to his hit flick 
Pyaar Ke Side Effects titled Shaadi Ke Side 
Effects starring Vidya Balan and Farhan 
Akhtar, it raised may eyebrows at the unusual 
pairing.However seeing the chemistry 
between Farhan and Vidya one is convinced 
that Saket surely has a winning lead pair 

will be her 18-month-old daughter Aaradhya 
Bachchan.Aaradhya will join her famous mom 
and grandfather Amitabh Bachchan at 
Cannes this year. Big B will be at the Cannes 

Hero.Taurani confirms the news, "Yes, Nargis for his Hollywood debut movie The Great 
would be doing an item number in the film." Gatsby.It is not the first time that Aaradhya is 
While the song is yet to be recorded, the accompanying her mom to Cannes. Last year, 
producer said that they would be shooting the when Aaradhya was just five-months-old, she 
song in a Mumbai studio.The film stars Shahid had travelled with her mom. That was Ash's 
Kapoor and Illeana D'cruz in lead roles.Music first major red carpet appearance post 
of the film is composed by Pritam Chakraborty delivery.Aishwarya, who is the brand 
and is set to release on August 23.Apart, from ambassador of L'Oreal, has been a regular at 
the item number, Fakhri will be playing the the Cannes Film Festival. In 2003 she 
female lead in John Abraham's home became the first Indian actress to be a jury 
production Madras Cafe.member at the Cannes Film Festival. combination for this film.Farhan and Vidya 

were seen shooting for a film sequence in a 
classic car red Cadillac. Shah Rukh Khan Gets Chevalier Sivaji 
Vidya has donned a 

Award completely different 
Bollywood baadshah Shah Rukh Khan was look for this film. Vidya 

a n d  F a r h a n  w e r e  
r e c e n t l y  s p o t t e d  
shooting for a very 
special romantic track 
from Shaadi Ke Side 
Effects in Queensland, 
Australia.The fi lm's 
p r o d u c e r s  P r i t i s h  
N a n d y  
Communications (PNC) 
had tied up with Tourism 
A u s t r a l i a  ( TA )  i n  
p a r t n e r s h i p  w i t h  
Tourism and Events 
Queensland (TEQ) for 
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S Ishkq In Paris

May 24, 2013
Preity Zinta, Rhehan Malliek, Isabelle 
Adjani

Fast And Furious 6
May 24, 2013
Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Dwayne 
Johnson,  Luke Evans,  Michel le  
Rodriguez, Jordana Brewster

Aurangzeb
May 17, 2013
Arjun Kapoor, Sasha Aagha
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Sync-Sports
Swann Feels Like New
GRAEME SWANN is certain he is 100 
per cent fit — and ready for the biggest 
year of his career.Spinner Swann was 
selected by England yesterday for the 
first time since undergoing his second 
elbow operation in the space of four 
years.He will play against New Zealand 
in the First Test at Lord’s on Thursday 
after missing the drawn three-Test series 
on their patch earlier this year.Swann, 
34, said: “We have an incredible year 
ahead of us with back-to-back Ashes series and I’m confident the 
elbow will hold up. It certainly feels good.”
Yorkshire seamer Tim Bresnan also back from elbow surgery is 
named but is likely to be 12th man, while county team-mates Jonny 
Bairstow and Joe Root come into the middle order.National selector 
Geoff Miller said: “We need to improve on our performances in New 
Zealand.”

'killer' Nadal Wins Madrid Title For 
Fifth Triumph Of 2013
MADRID: Rafael Nadal sealed his fifth 
title in seven tournaments since returning 
from a seven-month injury layoff as he 
claimed a third Madrid Masters title with a 
6-2, 6-4 win over Stanislas Wawrinka on 
Sunday.Nadal now has 55 career titles 
with 40 coming on clay, an astonishing 
record that prompted Wawrinka to 
describe the Spaniard as a "killer" on clay 
courts.Nadal, who holds a 9-0 career 
record over Switzerland's Wawrinka, rolled through the first set 
thanks to two early breaks in little over half an hour.And after a little 
more resistance from Wawrinka in the second, Nadal broke again 
to go ahead 4-3 before serving out to claim his 23rd Masters Series 
title."I played my best match of the week in the final," said Nadal, 
who looks set to be the overwhelming favourite for a record Open.

Rosberg Takes Pole In Spanish GP
BARCELONA - Nico Rosberg grabbed pole position as his Mercedes 
team completed a hat-trick of qualifying successes by sweeping the 
front row Saturday for Sunday's Spanish Grand Prix. The 27-year-old 
German clocked a dazzling best lap time of one minute and 20.718 
seconds to outpace his nearest rival and Mercedes team-mate Briton 
Lewis Hamilton by two-tenths of a second. It is the third pole of his 
career.After poles secured by Hamilton in China and Rosberg in 
Bahrain, this was a magnificent treble top for the resurgent Mercedes 
outfit as they outclassed their rivals at the Circuit de Catalunya. 
Defending triple drivers world champion German Sebastian Vettel 
gave his best for Red Bull to qualify third ahead of Finn Kimi 
Raikkonen for Lotus, local hero and two-time champion Spaniard 
Fernando Alonso and his Ferrari team-mate Brazilian Felipe Massa.
Frenchman Romain Grosjean was seventh in the second Lotus 
ahead of Australian Mark Webber in the second Red Bull, Mexican 
Sergio Perez in the leading McLaren and Briton Paul di Resta of 
Force India. Perez's McLaren team-mate Briton Jenson Button temperature of 20 degrees Celsius and a track temperature that 
flopped again and qualified only 14th despite major modifications to hovered around 36 degrees, the session began slowly before 
their car. On a mild and windy Spring day in Catalonia, with an air Raikkonen set an early fastest lap.

Former Dutch Captain Van Bommel 
Retires
The Hague: Former Netherlands 
captain Mark van Bommel announced 
the end of his professional football 
career."I have had many doubts", the 
36-year-old Van Bommel said after his 
club PSV lost 1-3 to FC Twente in the 
final match round of the Eredivisie 
season, reports Xinhua."The support of 
the fans made the decision tough for me. 
Although I still feel good, I had to make a lot of efforts to stay fit. I 
wanted to make the decision to quit by myself."In his final match, 
Van Bommel was sent off after having received his second yellow 
card in the 71st minute. The red card was symbolic for a 
disappointing last season. He came back to PSV last year to 
become champions but PSV squandered the lead in the second 
half of the season and finished second behind Ajax.

Pakistan Snooker Team Named
LAHORE - Pakistan Billiard and Snooker 
Association (PBSA) Friday named its 
four-member team to take part in the 
ACBS Team Events and the 6-Red 
Snooker Championships being held from 
May 24 to 30 in Doha, Qatar. The team 
comprises M Asif, M Sajjad, Hamza Akbar 
and M MajidAli, said PBSA president 
Alamgir A Shaikh.  He said prior to 
participation in the events, Pakistan 
players would undergo training at Qatar 
snooker academy in Doha to improve their skills and to give final 
touches to their preparations before launching their campaign in the 
events, he said.  Alamgir said during the Asian Snooker 
Championship which concluded earlier this month in Karachi, he 
requested Mubarak Al Khayarin – ACBS secretary and the chairman 
of the Qatar Snooker Academy in Doha, to allow four Pakistan 
players to undergo training at their academy. 
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with a loving tie. However, it helps to be Aries    
sensible in the use of your credit.Mar 21-April 19

This week, or perhaps in coming weeks, you 
might be tempted to sign up for a course of Scorpio   
study. An unexpected travel invitation could October 23 - November 21
also come your way. Go with it because it Being friendly and personable should open 
could open some exciting new doors. doors for you in business and romance. You 

might get the green light to proceed with a 
matter that's been on hold, especially one Gemini   
linked to joint financial affairs.May 21 - June 20

You may be feeling vulnerable, but don't 
worry. You're still in a cosmic cycle in which it Sagittarius  
helps to relax, recharge your batteries, and November 22 - December 21
reflect on the best way forward. Others may be captivated by your charm, so 

expect a few compliments on how well you 
look. You're a team player this week and for Cancer  
some while yet. You succeed when you work June21 - July 22
alongside others and share your unique It's good to spread charm and goodwill. 
talents.Everything should go as planned, although 

you might have to contend with unexpected 
events that could prove crucial to reaching a Capricorn   
goal. December 22 - January 19

Romance and creative activities bring 
pleasure this week. It's a good time to Leo 
consider taking your sweetheart away from it July 23 - August 22
all for a short break. The chance to relax might Work and career matters may become 
do you good. engrossing, so much so that you manage to 

make quite a bit of headway. You might be 
tempted to overspend on leisure interests. Aquarius 

January 20 - February 18
You might reach an important turning point in Virgo 
your relationship with a romantic interest. You August 23 - September 22 
could also reconcile with someone with whom You seem to be making important headway 
you've had a problem. Creative energies with work or business-related concerns. The 
encourage you to try.major focus on your career zone brings 

opportunities to flourish as long as you're 
willing to track them down and take the first Pisces   
step. February 19 - March 20

This is a perfect time to promote yourself and 
your ideas. Think about upgrading your Libra 
website - or starting one - especially if you September 23 - October 22
have products or services to sell. You may be You could be in a fun-loving mood and enjoy 
doing more writing, phoning, or getting in doing something different for entertainment. 
touch in general.You could reach a new level of understanding 

Taurus  
April 25-May20

It's a good week to keep your feet on 
the ground where business interests 
are concerned. You'll be eager to 
improve your prospects for long-
range financial security and this, as 
well as any positive business move, 
is favored. A sudden flash of 
inspiration may help you solve a 
problem that has concerned you for 
a while, especially one linked to 
money. A business associate might 
need to be handled with tact, but his 
or her heart is likely in the right place.

BIRTHDAY
THIS WEEK

Ali Zafar 
 Singer, Fashion model, Actor

18th May, 1980
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